
1. Introduction
The ocean's biological pump consists of the uptake of inorganic carbon and nutrients by phytoplankton in 
the sunlit upper ocean followed by the export of a fraction of the biologically fixed carbon to depth (e.g., 
Ducklow et al., 2001). Because of their very different dynamics, it is useful to distinguish the soft-tissue 
pump driven by sinking organic particles and subducted dissolved organic matter, and the carbonate pump 
driven by sinking biogenic calcium carbonate (CaCO3) (e.g., Volk & Hoffert, 1985). The organic matter is 
oxidized in the ocean interior through microbial respiration and CaCO3 particles dissolve in undersaturat-
ed water at depth, both processes regenerating dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) that is then available to 
cycle through the pump again. By sequestering carbon in the ocean interior, the biological pump is a key 
control on atmospheric CO2 and hence climate (e.g., Archer et al., 2000; Bacastow & Maier-Reimer, 1990; 

Abstract We develop novel locally defined diagnostics for the efficiency of the ocean's biological 
pump by tracing carbon throughout its lifetime in the ocean from gas injection to outgassing and counting 
the number of passages through the soft-tissue and carbonate pumps. These diagnostics reveal that the 
biological pump's key controls on atmospheric pCO2 are the mean number of lifetime pump passages 
per dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) molecule at the surface and the mean aphotic sequestration time 
of regenerated DIC. We apply our diagnostics to an observationally constrained carbon-cycle model 
that features spatially varying stoichiometric ratios and is embedded in a data-assimilated global ocean 
circulation. We find that for the present-day ocean an average of 44 ± 4% of DIC in a given water parcel 
makes at least one lifetime passage through the soft tissue pump, and about 4% makes at least one passage 
through the carbonate pump. The global mean number of lifetime pump passages per molecule, including 
the fraction with zero passages, is  soft 0.65 0.08N  and carb 0.04N  for the soft-tissue and carbonate 
pumps. Using idealized perturbations to sweep out a sequence of states ranging from zero biological 
activity (  atm

2pCO 493 1 ppmv) to complete surface nutrient depletion (  atm
2pCO 207 1 ppmv), we find 

that fractional changes in atm
2pCO  are dominated by fractional changes in the number of soft-tissue pump 

passages. At complete surface nutrient depletion, the mean fraction of DIC that has at least one lifetime 
passage through the soft-tissue pump increases to 69 ± 5% with  soft 1.6 0.3N .

Plain Language Summary Tiny plants floating near the ocean surface use sunlight to convert 
nutrients and dissolved CO2 into organic matter. A fraction of this organic matter sinks, transferring 
carbon from the surface to the deep ocean, a process known as the biological pump. The biological pump 
reduces atmospheric CO2 and is thus important for moderating climate. The organic matter is oxidized 
by microbes, which regenerates inorganic carbon that can then pass through the biological pump again 
or return to the atmosphere. Here, we calculate, for the first time, the number of passages through the 
biological pump that a typical carbon molecule makes during its lifetime in the ocean. This carbon-based 
measure of pump efficiency is useful for quantifying the biological pump's control on atmospheric CO2. 
We find that in the current state of the ocean 44 ± 4% of the dissolved inorganic carbon makes at least one 
lifetime passage through the biological pump, with a mean number of 0.65 ± 0.08 passages per molecule. 
In numerical experiments that stimulate the biological pump to utilize all available nutrients, the fraction 
with at least one passage increases to 69 ± 5% with 1.6 ± 0.3 passages per molecule, which draws down 
atmospheric CO2 by about 70 ppmv.
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McKinley et al., 2017; Sarmiento & Toggweiler, 1984). The biological pump's ability to sequester carbon 
is determined by the subtle interplay between biogenic particle transport and ocean circulation (DeVries 
et al., 2012; Kwon et al., 2009; Primeau et al., 2013; Pasquier & Holzer, 2016).

Past changes in the partial pressure of atmospheric CO2 (
atm
2pCO ) and climate have been linked to changes 

in biological pump efficiency caused by both changes in physical circulation (e.g., changes in Southern 
Ocean ventilation driven by changes in winds and ice cover) and changes in biological productivity (e.g., 
driven by changes in dissolved iron availability) (for an overview, see Hain et al., 2014). To understand the 
role of the biological pump in the climate system it is therefore useful to be able to quantify the strength and 
efficiency of the biological pump and to relate these to atm

2pCO . Pump strength is commonly quantified in 
terms of new production (Dugdale & Goering, 1967; Eppley & Peterson, 1979; Gnanadesikan et al., 2002) or 
the closely related export production, which can be defined as the rate with which organic matter exported 
from the euphotic zone is respired in the aphotic zone (e.g., Primeau et al., 2013). Pump efficiency, some-
times also referred to as export efficiency, has been quantified in terms of the vertical gradients of DIC (e.g., 
Buesseler et al., 2020; Volk & Hoffert, 1985) and in terms of the fraction of the phosphate inventory that 
is regenerated (DeVries et al., 2012; Ito & Follows, 2005; Pasquier & Holzer, 2016; Sigman & Boyle, 2000). 
A nutrient-based metric of pump efficiency is attractive because nutrients limit export production, and 
the complete utilization of nutrients in the surface ocean represents a natural asymptote of the biological 
pump. However, relating regenerated phosphate inventories to regenerated carbon inventories has relied on 
knowledge of the C:P stoichiometric ratio, which has been shown to have substantial regional variations 
(Galbraith & Martiny, 2015; Teng et al., 2014) that decouple the nutrient and carbon cycles to some degree. 
A natural extension of the phosphate-based pump efficiency is to consider the inventory of regenerated DIC 
directly, which is also bounded by complete nutrient utilization. However, unlike for phosphate the maxi-
mum possible regenerated carbon inventory is not known from the outset, and only about 6% of the DIC is 
regenerated in the current state of the ocean even though the soft-tissue pump is thought to control about 
60% of the variations in atm

2pCO  across a wide range of possible climates (Cameron et al., 2005).

Here, we consider the number of pump passages that the carbon in DIC undergoes during its lifetime in the 
ocean, from injection by the atmosphere to exit from the ocean, as a natural metric for the efficiency of the 
biological pump. The mean number of pump passages and the closely related fraction of DIC undergoing at 
least one lifetime pump passage are defined locally. Aside from its conceptual appeal, the mean number of 
pump passages following carbon injection from the atmosphere has a natural connection with the resulting 
DIC regeneration rate. This regeneration rate can in turn be linked to the regenerated DIC inventory through 
an appropriately defined sequestration time which quantifies the time that the regenerated DIC stays below 
the euphotic zone. In this way, we link changes in the mean number of lifetime passages through the soft-tis-
sue and carbonate pumps with changes in atm

2pCO . To illustrate and explore the number of carbon passages 
through the biological pump as a metric of pump efficiency, we use a relatively simple data-constrained model 
of the global carbon and phosphorus cycles embedded in a data-assimilated global circulation. For the current 
state of the ocean, we find that on average 40%–47% of the DIC in a given water parcel has at least one carbon 
pump passage during its lifetime. By considering highly idealized perturbations to vary the pump strength 
from zero to complete nutrient utilization, we show that, for a given circulation, the fractional change in the 
mean number of passages through the soft-tissue pump is the dominant control on atmospheric CO2.

2. Model and Numerical Experiments
2.1. Carbon Model

We embed relatively simple models of the ocean's phosphorus and carbon cycles with prescribed functional 
forms for the particle-flux profiles (Kwon & Primeau, 2008; Najjar et al., 1992) in a global steady ocean 
circulation using version two of the ocean circulation inverse model of DeVries (2014) (OCIM2, DeVries & 
Holzer, 2019). Key biogeochemical parameters are determined by minimizing the mismatch with observed 
DIC, phosphate (PO4), and total alkalinity (TA). For the phosphorus cycle, we carry three explicit tracers: 
PO4, particulate organic phosphorus (POP), and semi-labile dissolved organic phosphorus (DOP). The mod-
el equations for the phosphorus cycle are:
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Here,   is the advective-diffusive flux-divergence operator, pop  is the flux-divergence operator for the sink-
ing POP flux, UP is the local phosphate uptake rate per unit volume,  1

dop is the remineralization timescale, 
and 1

popk  is the POP dissolution timescale. Both κdop and kpop are modeled as globally uniform. (More details 
on UP are provided below.) Because there are no external sources and sinks of phosphorus in our model, 
the total amount is specified by weakly restoring [PO4] to the observed global mean 4[PO ] with timescale 
  1 610g  years. Without prescribing the total amount of phosphorus in this way there would be no unique 
solution to the steady-state Equations  1; in particular, if UP is linear in phosphate the resulting linear system 
would be rendered rank-deficient by the mass-conservation property of the flux-divergence operators. (This 
contrasts with time-stepped models where, in the absence of external sources and sinks, the total amount 
of phosphorus is set by the initial conditions.)

We model four carbon pools in addition to TA: DIC, semi-labile dissolved organic carbon (DOC), particulate 
inorganic carbon (PIC, i.e., biogenic CaCO3), and particulate organic carbon (POC). The concentrations 
obey
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Here, UC is the local DIC uptake rate per unit volume (biological production rate), σ is the fraction of pro-
duction that immediately results in DOC without passing through the particulate pool first, and  1

doc is the 
respiration timescale. poc  and pic  are the flux-divergence operators of the sinking particles and R is the 
corresponding PIC/POC rain ratio, approximated here as globally uniform. The coefficients 1

pock  and 1
pick  are 

the timescales for particle dissolution.

Particles are not advected with the flow here, but fall through the water column with a prescribed vertical 
velocity profile. Organic particles ([POP] and [POC]) fall with a mean speed that increases linearly with 
depth yielding a Martin curve characterized by exponent b, while carbonate particles (PIC) are modeled as 
falling at constant speed leading to an exponential flux-divergence profile characterized by the PIC rem-
ineralization length scale LPIC (approximating the PIC flux-divergence profile by an exponential was first 
suggested by Yamanaka and Tajika [1996]). For simplicity, we assume the same profile for POC and POP 
so that poc pop  . Explicit particle tracers are used here primarily for conceptual and coding conveni-
ence; we assume rapid particle dissolution (routinely modeled as instant, e.g., Najjar et al., 1992) and set 
kpop = kpoc = kpic = 1/day. While the inverse timescales κdoc (DOC respiration) and κdop (DOP remineraliza-
tion) are optimized, for simplicity we take κdoc = κdop. The parameters σ, κdoc, b, LPIC, and R, are all approxi-
mated as globally uniform.

The term S in the DIC equation of 2 represents the source/sink of [DIC] due to air-sea exchange given 
by   atm ocn

1 0 2 2(1 / ) (pCO pCO )wS z K K , where Δz1 is the thickness of the model's surface layer, K0 is the 
temperature and salinity-dependent CO2 solubility computed from the parametric fits of Weiss (1974), and 

atm
2pCO  is the partial pressure of CO2 in the atmosphere. The seawater ocn

2pCO  equivalent partial pressure 
of dissolved CO2 is computed by solving the nonlinear seawater carbon chemistry using the CO2SYS code 
(van Heuven et al., 2011). For parameter optimization, we prescribe atm

2pCO 278 ppmv. When perturb-
ing the optimized system as described further below, atm

2pCO  is determined by carbon conservation, with 
the approximation that the total amount of carbon in the atmosphere-ocean system is constant. We solve 
this conservation constraint jointly with Equation  2. The piston velocity is parameterized as Kw  =  sw a  
(1 − fice)U2(Sc/660)−1/2, where U2 is the climatological squared surface wind speed, fice is the climatological 
sea-ice fraction, and a = 0.251 cm h−1 m−2 s2 (Wanninkhof et al., 2013) and sw is a fine-tuning scale factor  
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that was jointly optimized to sw = 1.2. U2 and fice were calculated as averages of 6-h NCEP reanalysis for the 
period 1948–2014 (Kalnay et al., 1996). The temperature-dependent CO2 Schmidt number Sc was calculated 
using the empirical fits of Wanninkhof (1992).

The biological phosphate uptake UP is parameterized in terms of the modeled phosphate concentration as 
P 4[PO ]U  , where the field of uptake coefficients  (inverse timescales) is parametrized in terms of satel-

lite-data-derived net primary production per unit area (NPP). The idea is that UC ∝ (NPP)β for some positive 
power β (Hansell et al., 2012; Teng et al., 2014), and UP = RP:CUC, where RP:C is the stoichiometric P:C uptake 
ratio. We thus have for points r = (x, y, zi) in the ith model layer of the euphotic zone (approximated as the 
top 73 m, spanning the top two layers)




 
 
  

P:C
0 4 obs

NPP( , ) 1( ) ( ) ,
[PO ] ( )i

x yR
J z

r r
r

 (3)

where Δzi is the thickness of the ith layer, J0 ≡ 1 mg C/m3/day nondimensionless NPP/Δzi, α and β are 
globally uniform constants determined through optimization, and 4 obs[PO ]  is the observed phosphate con-
centration. We parameterize the P:C uptake ratio of the soft-tissue pump in terms of the observed phosphate 
concentration following Galbraith and Martiny (2015):

 P:C PC 4 obs PC[PO ] .R m b (4)

The biological PO4 and DIC uptake fields are then given in terms of  and the modeled [PO4] as

 P 4 C C:P P[PO ] and .U U R U (5)

TA is governed by (e.g., Murnane et al., 1999)

   bCaCO N:P bPO3 4[TA] 2 ([TA] [TA]) ,gJ R J (6)

where   bCaCO pic C3 [PIC] (1 )J k R U  and    bPO dop P4 DOPJ k U  are the source-minus-sink terms for 
CaCO3 and PO4, respectively, and RN:P = 16 + 1 + 2 × 2.4 is an augmented stoichiometric ratio to account 
not only for the contributions to TA from 

3NO  (16:1), but also from 3
4PO  itself and from 2

4SO  and 
4HSO  (see 

Wolf-Gladrow et al., 2007). We have zero net sources or sinks of TA and hence specify the observed global 
mean [TA] through weak relaxation similar to what is done for phosphate.

We additionally included virtual source/sink terms for DIC and TA to account for the concentration/di-
lution effects of evaporation/precipitation (Murnane et al., 1999), but have omitted these terms from the 
equations here for clarity of presentation. Anthropogenic DIC, Cant, is estimated by propagating the atmos-
pheric time history from pre-industrial time to the year 2002, the nominal year of the DIC observations used 
(see next section). Cant is added to the DIC from the solutions of the carbon model (2) before calculating the 
mismatch with observations. (For the purpose of calculating the mismatch with observations, TA and PO4 
are approximated as unchanged from preindustrial times.)

2.2. Observational Data and Parameter Optimization

The values of key biogeochemical model parameters are obtained by minimizing the volume-weighted quad-
ratic mismatch of DIC, PO4, and TA with the observed gridded annual-mean fields. The gridded observed 
fields for PO4 and silicic acid (the latter is used only for alkalinity in the carbon chemistry solver) were taken 
from the World Ocean Atlas (Garcia et al., 2010), and the gridded DIC and TA fields, nominally for the year 
2002, are from the Global Data Analysis Project Version 2 (GLODAP2, Olsen et al., 2016). The time history of 

atm
2pCO  needed to estimate the Cant distribution was taken from the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) 

data set for the period 1850 to present and extended back to 1720 using ice-core data (Etheridge et al., 1998). 
This GISS data set was constructed from the following observations: data for the period before 1958 is from 
measurements of Antarctic ice cores (Etheridge et al., 1996), data for 1958–1974 is from the Scripps Insti-
tution of Oceanography air-sampling network (Keeling et al.,  2005), and data from 1975 onward is from  
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flask measurements by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Global Monitoring 
Laboratory (GML) Carbon Cycle Cooperative Global Air Sampling Network (Dlugokencky et al., 2021) and 
from in situ measurements at the NOAA Baseline Observatories (Thoning et al., 2021).

We explored two types of satellite-derived NPP estimates available from Oregon State University: VGPM cal-
culated from the Vertically Generalized Production Model (Behrenfeld & Falkowski, 1997), and CbPM from 
the Carbon-based Production Model-2 (Westberry et al., 2008). The optimized parameters for either NPP 
type are very similar, with the small spread between VGPM and CbPM indicating parameter uncertainty 
due to uncertainty in NPP. The resulting optimized respiration timescale  1

dop had a value of 2.5 years, which 
is about twice as long as that estimated by Teng et al. (2014). We therefore also considered two optimizations 
(for VGPM and CbPM NPP) with  1

dop held fixed at 1.2 years to quantify the sensitivity to this uncertain pa-
rameter, which is key for counting pump passages. We find that the spread between the optimized VGPM 
and CbPM cases is again small, but that there are substantial adjustments in the parameters associated 
with biological production (α, β, σ). The overall fit with the 1.2-year respiration timescale is only slightly 
worse (0.5% larger overall quadratic misfit), with slightly larger root-mean-square (RMS) errors for DIC 
and PO4 but a slightly smaller RMS error for TA. The volume-weighted quadratic mismatch of each field 
([PO4], [DIC], and [TA]) is weighted by its global spatial variance, and the three weighted fields contribute 
equally to the cost function. The optimized states are characterized by a volume-weighted RMS mismatch 
of 0.15 μM for PO4, 19 μM for DIC, and 14 μM for TA. Appendix A specifies the precise cost function, lists 
the optimized parameter values, and the RMS errors for each case.

When presenting results below, we will show the VGPM case with optimized κdoc as it has the best overall 
fit. When plotting global mean metrics for a sequence of perturbed states, we additionally show the values 
across all four cases (VGPM and CbPM with   1

doc 2.5 and 1.2 years) for the base state and for two selected 
perturbations. The uncertainty in a given numerical value reported in the main text is the half-range across 
all four cases, which is dominated by differences in κdoc (see also Appendix A).

2.3. Idealized Perturbations

To illustrate the behavior of our counting-based metrics for different states of the biological pump, we con-
sider highly idealized perturbations that simply scale the uptake-rate coefficients (inverse timescales)  up 
or down uniformly over the global ocean. For convenience, we quantify the strength of a given perturbation 
in terms of P*, the ratio of the global regenerated PO4 inventory to the total PO4 inventory. In the limit as 
 0  the biological pump shuts off, with P* and all metrics of pump efficiency approaching zero. In the 

limit as   , all available nutrients are utilized so that P* → 1 and our carbon pump metrics are expect-
ed to approach their maximum values. To achieve the P* → 1 limit, it is necessary that all surface ocean 
points have non-zero production. We therefore filled-in the data voids of the satellite-derived NPP field over 
ice-covered regions in the Arctic and Weddell Seas with the seasonal minimum of NPP at the same latitude. 
Without such fill-in, P* only reaches around 95% even as    because the patches of zero uptake remain 
a small source of preformed nutrients.

The effect of scaling up  is to strengthen high-latitude nutrient trapping and biological production. The 
effect of scaling down  is to decrease overall production and contract it into the subtropical gyres. This 
occurs because the spatial pattern of  (which for simplicity is held fixed for these perturbations consist-
ent with parameterization Equation 3 in terms of the observed NPP and PO4) is highest in the subtropical 
gyres and, as nutrient uptake is ever more diminished, PO4 becomes increasingly homogeneous so that the 
pattern of production is no longer dominated by nutrient availability but directly by the uptake-rate coeffi-
cients . (The spatial patterns of both the PO4 and DIC uptake-rate coefficients are held fixed because the 
variable C:P in Equation 4 is also keyed to the observed PO4 and hence invariant under these perturbations.) 
Whether or not this is a realistic scenario is at best debatable, but these perturbations do have the nice fea-
ture of smoothly enhancing the proportion of high-latitude nutrient utilization together with global mean 
production.

We consider quasi-continuous variations with P* obtained by sweeping the perturbation factor, λ, by which 
the unperturbed  is multiplied, from λ = 4.77 × 10−5 to λ = 5.67 × 104 in multiplicative increments of 1.645, 
for a total of 42 nonlinear carbon systems, each of which is solved using Newton's method. The correspond-
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ing values of P* range from P* = 1.7 × 10−4 to P* = 0.99978. We plot the values of global mean quantities 
for all perturbations to show their detailed P* dependence. For demonstrating the effects of using different 
NPP products (VGPM and CbPM) or of using different respiration timescales, as well as for examining 
spatial patterns, we consider only a subset of 3 states for simplicity of presentation: the unperturbed state 
at P* ≃ 0.44, the state with production throttled at P* ≃ 0.037 (λ = 0.011), and the state with production 
“cranked up” at P* ≃ 0.94 (λ = 88). For reference, the patterns of UC for these three states and the pattern of 
 are plotted in Appendix B.

3. Diagnostic Equations
3.1. Linear Labeling Tracers

To trace carbon through the biological pump, we use linear labeling tracers organized into column vector 
χ =  [χDIC; χDOC; χPOC; χPIC] (for other applications of labeling tracers, see Holzer et al.,  2014; Pasquier & 
Holzer, 2016, 2018). We think of these labels as being attached to the carbon molecules and they therefore 
have the same concentrations, for example, χDIC = [DIC]. The labeling tracers participate in all process (e.g., 
air-sea exchange, uptake, remineralization) in proportion to their concentration and thus obey equations 
linear in χ. This allows us to partition χ into component contributions such as the concentrations that pass 
through the biological pump a specific number of times. While most terms of Equation 2 are already linear 
in the carbon tracers, we need to replace the nonlinear carbon chemistry that controls air-sea exchange with 
an equivalent linear diagnostic operator for the labels. To that end, we split the DIC source/sink term S into 
atmosphere-to-ocean (AO) and ocean-to-atmosphere (OA) parts:

 AO OA .S S s (7)

SAO injects DIC labels into the ocean and is given by




atm
AO 2

1
pCO ,KS

z (8)

where K(r) ≡ Kw(r)K0(r). Note that SAO injects DIC labels but is independent of their concentra-
tions. The OA sink of DIC labels is proportional to their concentration and thus cast in linear form as 
sOAχ, where the diagonal operator sOA acts only on the χDIC part of χ at surface grid points rs. The en-
try of sOA for surface point rs is diagnosed from the solution of the nonlinear carbon-chemistry sys-
tem as   ocn

OA 1 2( ) ( ( ) / )pCO ( ) / [DIC]( )s s s ss K zr r r r . We also decouple the diagnostic equation for 
carbon labels from the phosphate cycle by defining a linear DIC uptake with the uptake-rate coeffi-
cients C C( ) ( ) / [DIC]( )Ur r r  so that UC is replaced by LC χDIC in the linear diagnostic system, where 

C C( )L diag  . The equations obeyed by the linear labeling tracers χ are now obtained from Equation 2 by 
replacing [DIC] with χDIC, [DOC] with χDOC, [PIC] with χPIC, and [POC] with χPOC, and replacing UC and S 
with their linear labeling equivalents. Moving all linear terms of the discretized Equations 2 to the left-hand 
side and organizing them into a matrix A, we can succinctly write the linear-equivalent system of diagnostic 
labeling tracers as

  AO .SA (9)

(Note that we displayed the terms of Equation 2 so that the structure of A can easily be read off.) We empha-
size that Equation 9 is not a linearization of the nonlinear carbon system, but instead describes the linear 
labeling tracers that are used to track carbon faithfully through the dissolved and particulate organic and 
inorganic carbon pools of the nonlinear system. By construction system 9 has exactly the same solutions as 
the nonlinear carbon system 2.

3.2. Partitioning DIC According to the Number of Pump Passages

We define one passage through the biological pump as uptake followed by aphotic regeneration. We only 
consider aphotic regenerations here so that we can quantitatively link our pump diagnostic to the tradition-
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al regenerated DIC inventory. Our treatment below is identical for the soft-tissue and carbonate pumps; we 
therefore use subscript p for the p-pump, with p either “soft” or “carb.” We partition the concentration of 
DIC at a given point into the fractions of DIC that have passed through the p-pump n times since injection 
from the atmosphere, and the fractions that will pass m times through the p-pump until exit from the ocean 
back into the atmosphere. (This is the only exit available in our model—we do not include any sediment 
burial.) Thus, for example, at every point r in the ocean, we will calculate the concentrations  ( )n

p r  that 
passed exactly n times through the p-pump in the past, which partitions the full concentration χ(r) such 
that  

 0 ( ) ( )n
n p r r .

The basic idea of counting the number of regenerations since injection from the atmosphere is to first re-
move the terms representing aphotic regeneration from Equation 9 to calculate the concentration of DIC 
that was never regenerated below the euphotic zone. We then let this concentration be regenerated once, 
transported, and taken up biologically without further regeneration to obtain the concentrations that passed 
exactly once through the pump. This process is repeated recursively to determine the concentrations that 
passed n times through the pump. To calculate the fraction of DIC making m passages in the future, we use 
the same idea but for the time-reversed adjoint. To proceed, we denote by Rs and Rc the soft-tissue and car-
bonate regeneration operators such that Rs χ = κdoc Map χDOC is the respiration field in the aphotic zone (Map 
is a diagonal operator that selects the aphotic zone) and Rc χ = kpic Map χPIC is the aphotic PIC dissolution 
field. We denote the system operator without aphotic p-pump regeneration by Bp ≡ A + Rp (plus because 
the regeneration appears as −Rp in A).

Following Pasquier and Holzer (2018) it is straightforward to show the following: The concentration  n
p that 

made n passages through the p-pump in the past since injection from the atmosphere is given recursively by

      0 1 1 1
AO, with for 1 .n n

p p p p p pS nB B R (10)

Note that  
  0( ) ( )n

n pr r  so that the local fraction of χ that passed n times through the p-pump is 
   /n n

p pf , with  
 0 1n

n pf . (We use the ↓ superscript on f to indicate that this is the fraction that passed 
through the pump since injection into (↓) the ocean.) The mean number of past passages  

  0
n

p n pn n f  is 
efficiently computed from

   1 1( ) ,p pn diag A R (11)

which can be derived from Equations 9 and 10. Note that all four types of carbon (DIC, DOC, PIC, and POC) 
are partitioned by these equations—here we consider only fractions and mean number of passages defined 
by the DIC partitioning.

The local fraction m
pf  that will make m passages through the p-pump in the future before escaping to the 

atmosphere is given by

         0 1 1 ( 1)
OA , with for 1 ,m m

p p p p p pf u f f mB s B R (12)

where u is a vector of unit elements, and  1 TO W O W is the volume-weighted adjoint of any operator O, 
with W ≡ diag([w, w, w, w]), for row vector w of grid-box volumes. (We use the ↑ superscript on f to indicate 
that this is the fraction that will pass through the pump until exiting (↑) the ocean.) The corresponding 
mean number of future passages  

  0
m

p m pm m f  is efficiently computed from
  1 ,p pm uA R (13)

which can be derived from Equation 12 and 
OAu uA s , expressing the fact that all carbon eventually re-

turns to the atmosphere in the absence of other sinks (as modeled here).
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4. Fraction of DIC Passing Through the Biological Pump and Mean Number of 
Lifetime Passages
4.1. Fraction With at Least One Lifetime Pump Passage

To summarize the highly detailed information contained in the fractions n
pf  and m

pf , we first consider 
the fraction Fp of DIC that passes through the p-pump at least once during its residence time in the ocean 
(the time since entry from the atmosphere to exit back into the atmosphere, which we will refer to as the 
oceanic lifetime of carbon). Because the fraction that never passed through the pump in the past is 0

pf  and 
the fraction that will not pass through the pump in the future is 0

pf , the local fraction at point r that makes 
at least one lifetime passage through the p-pump is given by    0 0( ) 1 ( ) ( )p p pF f fr r r .

To quantify the large-scale spatial pattern of Fsoft, Figure 1 shows its basin zonal averages, normalized by 
the global mean, for the unperturbed, weak, and strong pump states. (The normalization allows for a more 
quantitative comparison of the patterns as the values of Fsoft have more than an order-of-magnitude range 
across the three states plotted.) The pattern of Fsoft is shaped by the pattern of soft-pump regenerated DIC 
and by the degree of nutrient trapping. (For reference, Appendix B shows the corresponding basin zonal 
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Figure 1. The local fraction Fsoft of DIC that has at least one passage through the soft-tissue pump during its lifetime (residence time in the ocean), zonally 
averaged for each basin (top ATLantic, middle PACific, bottom INDian ocean) and normalized by its global mean value F

soft
 indicated in the plot titles. The 

middle column of plots shows the base state (P* = 0.44), the left column of plots shows the strongly throttled carbon pump (P* = 0.037), and the right column 
shows the strongly stimulated carbon pump (P* = 0.94).
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means of regenerated DIC.) For the unperturbed state (middle column of Figure 1), the zonal-mean pattern 
of Fsoft has relatively weak gradients, with the largest fractions occurring in old waters rich in regenerated 
DIC (upwelling equatorial waters, mid-depth North Pacific), and in the Southern Ocean. The Southern 
Ocean does not contain the largest concentrations of regenerated DIC, but is a region of strong nutrient 
trapping, which increases the probability of DIC participating in the biological pump as upwelling deep 
waters return regenerated DIC into a region of high productivity. The lowest values of Fsoft are found near 
the surface in the subtropical gyres, where the probability of biological utilization is low and the probability 
of escape to the atmosphere is high.

In the global mean, Fsoft ∼ 40% in the unperturbed state, about an order of magnitude higher than the frac-
tion of regenerated DIC. An important factor contributing to this difference is the fact that regenerated DIC 
loses its identity of being regenerated (becomes preformed) as soon as it emerges into the euphotic zone, 
while our counting diagnostic tracks carbon throughout its lifetime until it returns to the atmosphere: Fp 
measures the fraction of DIC that at any point during its lifetime is regenerated at least once, regardless of 
whether the regenerated DIC again passes through the euphotic zone.

With the biological pump throttled down at P* = 0.037, Fsoft is about an order of magnitude smaller but 
its pattern has sharper gradients. Southern Ocean nutrient trapping ceases as production contracts into 
the subtropical gyres, which leaves southern mode and intermediate waters with the lowest values of 
Fsoft. The maximum values of Fsoft lie near the tropical surface where upwelling moves what little DIC 
is regenerated toward the surface while the strongly weakened uptake is unable to produce much of a 
nutricline.

When the biological pump is cranked up at P* = 0.94, the fraction Fsoft increases by around 60% relative to 
the unperturbed state. The pattern is dominated by the influence of greatly strengthened Southern Ocean 
uptake and nutrient trapping as production shifts to higher latitudes. The pattern outside of the Southern 
Ocean has stronger vertical gradients with relatively large values of Fsoft in deep Southern Ocean ventilated 
waters where DIC has the best chance of being returned to regions of high-latitude pumping.

The fraction of DIC with at least one lifetime passage through the carbonate pump (not shown) has broadly 
similar patterns except that the amplitude is reduced by an order of magnitude reflecting the model's glob-
ally uniform PIC/POC rain ratio of 0.07. The spatial patterns of the carbonate pump are loaded deeper into 
the water column with a remineralization length scale that optimized to ∼4.5 km for our model so that PIC 
dissolution occurs much deeper than DOC respiration.

The mean number of lifetime passages through the p-pump per DIC molecule,  p p pN n m , has patterns 
very similar to those of Fp. A higher fraction of pump passages is associated with a greater mean number 
of passages, and the relation between pN  and Fp is compact (i.e., little scatter) even at the largest perturba-
tions considered and becomes linear in the limit of a weak pump. The reason for this is that as the pump 
weakens, Fsoft is increasingly dominated by the fraction that passes through the pump only once, so that pN  
is dominated by either one passage in the past or one passage in the future. It follows that in the limit of a 
weak pump   1 1

p p pN f f . In this limit (see also Equation 14 below),         0 1 1 0 1 1
p p p p p p pF f f f f f f  

as 0
pf  and 0

pf  both approach unity, so that p pN F .

4.2. Fraction With N Pump Passages

How much of the fraction Fp with at least one lifetime p-pump passage passes through the pump two or 
more times? The fraction N

pF  that has exactly N lifetime passages through the p-pump can be calculated 
from the fractions n

pf  that made n passages in the past and the fractions m
pf  that will make m = N − n 

passages in the future:

  


  ( )

0
,

N
N n N n
p p p

n
F f f (14)

which holds locally at every point r in the ocean. Note that 
 0 1N

N pF  so that we can partition the fraction 
  01p pF F  of DIC with at least one lifetime pump passage as 

  1
N

p N pF F .
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Figure 2 shows this partitioning of Fp, volume averaged over the global ocean, for both the soft and car-
bonate pumps as a function of P*. When the pump is very weak, hardly any of the pumped DIC passes 
through the pump more than once during its lifetime. For the unperturbed VGPM base states, 40% of DIC 
has at least one lifetime passage through the soft-tissue pump, 28% passes through the pump exactly once, 
8.8% exactly two times, 2.4% three times, and 0.8% four or more times. Put another way, 30% of the carbon 
that passes through the soft-tissue pump makes two or more passages. As the pump strength is increased, 
the fraction of DIC passing through the soft-tissue pump increases, but the fraction with exactly one life-
time passage actually decreases slightly for P* larger than ∼0.7 as the fraction with 2, 3, or more passages 
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Figure 2. (a) The global mean fraction of DIC that passes through the soft-tissue pump during its lifetime in the ocean at least once (red curve) and exactly 1, 
2, 3, … times (black curves) as a function of P*. (b) As (a) but for the CaCO3 pump. (c) atm

2pCO  (red) and the global mean number of lifetime passages  N n m 
through the soft-tissue pump (solid blue) and through the carbonate pump (dashed blue) as a function of P*. The blue and red circular symbols highlight 
the points on the curves corresponding to the unperturbed pump with P* ≃ 0.44 (filled) and to the states with P* ≃ 0.037 and P* ≃ 0.94 (open). For these 
three selected states, we also show the values obtained when using CbPM NPP data (squares), and when prescribing a respiration timescale of 1.2 years (gray 
symbols, circles for VGPM, and squares for CbPM). (The curves are for our best-fit case, which used VGPM NPP data and has an optimized respiration timescale 
of 2.5 years).
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keeps increasing with pump strength. The symbols in Figure 2 for three selected states show the effect of 
using CbPM NPP data and of prescribing   1

doc 1.2 years. The states optimized for a twofold shorter DOC 
respiration timescale of   1

doc 1.2 years (gray symbols) have roughly 20% larger global-mean fractions. For 
these states, the observations constrain the POC source term (1 − σ)UC and the regenerated DIC fields to 
be nearly invariant, but the euphotic DOC production rate, σUC, nearly doubles. (Invariance of (1 − σ)UC 
between two states implies that their DOC production rates are in the ratio of σ2(1 − σ1)/[σ1(1 − σ2)].) The 
net result is that the regeneration rate κdoc[DOC] due to transported photosynthetic DOC (i.e., not from 
POC dissolution) in the upper ∼500 m increases by as much as ∼80% just below the euphotic zone, thereby 
increasing the fraction of carbon passing through the soft-tissue pump during its lifetime.

The fraction of DIC with at least one lifetime carbonate-pump passage is an order of magnitude smaller 
than the soft-tissue fraction, and dominated by the fraction that undergoes a single passage. For the un-
perturbed base state, the fraction of Fcarb making exactly two passages is just 2%, and even for the strongest 
pump at P* ≃ 1 the fraction making exactly two passages is only 7.5% of Fcarb, while the fraction with three 
or more passes contributes a mere 0.3% to the total. Optimizing with a fixed shorter respiration timescale 
has little effect on the carbonate pump because of the well-constrained PIC production rate.

Figure 2c shows the corresponding mean number of lifetime passages  p p pN n m  for the soft and car-
bonate pumps, globally volume averaged, as a function of P*. For our best-fit case (the curves of Figure 2), 
the mean number of passages through the soft-tissue pump is soft 0.57N  for the base state and attains a 
maximum of soft 1.34N  at complete surface PO4 depletion. For the states optimized with a twofold shorter 
DOC respiration timescale softN  is roughly 30% larger, consistent with increased regeneration from photo-
synthetically produced DOC, which leads to an increase in Fsoft. The corresponding mean number of passag-
es through the carbonate pump is carb 0.043N  for the base state and attains a maximum of carb 0.077N  
at complete surface PO4 depletion. Figure 2c also shows atm

2pCO , without anthropogenic CO2, as a func-
tion of P*. atm

2pCO  is insensitive to the DOC parameter values and very similar across our four optimized 
variations (two NPP and two κdoc cases). With the biological pump throttled to zero, our model produces 

 atm
2pCO 493 1 ppmv, the base-state has atm

2pCO 278 ppmv (preindustrial) by construction, and at full 
phosphate depletion atm

2pCO  is drawn down to 207 ± 1 ppm.

The mean number of pump passages per DIC molecule is a natural measure of the efficiency of the biolog-
ical carbon pump, and we will now explore its connection with atm

2pCO .

5. Connection With Atmospheric pCO2

Here, we exploit a natural exact relation between the mean number of future p-pump passages ( )p sm r  at 
surface point rs, the associated globally integrated aphotic regeneration rate Φp(rs), and the one-way flux 
with which carbon is injected at rs into the ocean through air-sea exchange, the latter being proportional to 

atm
2pCO . After briefly developing this relation, we recast it as a relationship between ( )p sm r  and the global 

mean p-pump regenerated DIC concentration by introducing the injection-tagged sequestration time Γp(rs) 
which is the ratio of the regenerated DIC inventory μp(rs) to the globally integrated regeneration rate Φp(rs) 
due to DIC injection at rs. We relate pm  to the DIC inventory in this way so that we can exploit an established 
approximate relation (Kwon et al., 2011) between the global mean p-pump regenerated DIC inventory and 

atm
2pCO  through the buffer and alkalinity factors. This allows us to derive an equation that reveals the con-

trol of changes in pm  and Γp on changes in atmospheric atm
2pCO .

5.1. Linking the Number of Pump Passages to the Regenerated DIC Inventory Through the 
Mean Sequestration Time

The globally integrated regeneration rate of DIC that traces back to injection from the atmosphere into a 
given surface grid box is given by wT Rp A−1 diag(SAO), where each column of diag(SAO) is the source field 
for injection into a single grid box. Taking the transpose and using Equation 13, it follows that for surface 
point rs the globally integrated regeneration rate Φp due to injection at rs, per unit injection area, is given by

  atm
2( ) ( ) ( )pCO ,p s p s sm Kr r r (15)
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where we have used the fact that the labeling source SAO is proportional to atm
2pCO  from Equation 8. Equa-

tion 15 provides an exact relation locally at surface point rs between the globally integrated aphotic regen-
eration rate per unit area Φp(rs), the number of future passages through either the soft or carbonate pumps 

( )p sm r , the air-sea gas-exchange coefficients K(rs), and atm
2pCO . Recast as   atm

2( ) ( ) / ( ( )pCO )p s p s sm Kr r r ,  
Equation 15 shows that ( )p sm r  is an efficiency: ( )p sm r  is the globally integrated aphotic regeneration rate per 
unit one-way atmospheric CO2 injection rate at rs.

The regeneration rate per unit injection area Φp is related to the corresponding global inventory μp of 
p-pump regenerated DIC per unit injection area through the timescale

  ( ) ( ) / ( ) .p p s p ssr r r (16)

We call Γp(rs) the injection-tagged sequestration time because it is the mean time that the regenerated DIC 
that results from injection into the ocean at rs (“injection-tagged”) remains in the aphotic zone. Γp(rs) can be 
calculated directly from the decay response to a unit (injection-tagged) regeneration source, or equivalently 
by calculating the global inventory μp and using Equation 16.

To calculate μp, we note that the p-pump regeneration response  reg
p  to surface source SAO at each surface 

pixel satisfies

  reg 1 reg
AO( ) ,p p a pST R A diag L (17)

where A is the carbon-cycle system operator for the labeling tracers (cf., Equation 9), Rp is the p-pump re-
generation operator (cf., Equation 10), and La enforces the boundary condition of zero regenerated DIC in 
the euphotic zone by clamping  reg

p  to zero in the euphotic zone through fast relaxation (any tracer in the 
euphotic zone is by definition preformed). (La is a diagonal operator with nonzero elements of 1/τa only in 
the euphotic zone; we use τa = 10 s, but there is no sensitivity to the precise value of τa.) Here, T is the dis-
cretized version of the advection-diffusion transport operator   replicated (for consistent notation through-
out) four times to act on the labeling tracers for each carbon species (DIC, DOC, PIC, and POC), which are 
organized into χ (formally if T1 is the discretized advection-diffusion operator  , then T = I4 ⊗ T1, where 
I4 is the 4×4 identity matrix). The corresponding injection-tagged globally integrated inventories per unit 
injection area,   1 reg,( ) T

p s pa wdiag , where as is the vector of surface areas, are efficiently computed by 
solving Equation 17 for  reg

p  and taking the transpose to obtain

      1 1 1
AO( ) ( ) ( ) .p s s aa S udiag diag WA R T L (18)

With μp known, and Γp given by Equation 16, we can now rewrite μp = Γp Φp using Equation 15 as

   atm
2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )pCO ,p s p s p s sm Kr r r r (19)

which in terms of the global-mean p-pump regenerated DIC concentration  reg 2
O(1 / ) ( )p s pC V d r rs , 

where VO is the global ocean volume, becomes

C
V

d r m K

z
m K

p s p p s

p
K

p
K

reg

O

atm

O

atm

pCO

pCO





1

1

2
2

2

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ,r r rs 




s

,,

 (20)

where zO is the mean depth of the ocean (VO divided by the global sea-surface area). The second line 
of Equation 20 re-expresses the surface integral of the product ( ) ( ) ( )p pm Kr r rs s s  as a product of three 
weighted surface averages, which makes it simpler to deal with this expression in subsequent analysis. In 
Equation 20, the notation X

W
 stands for the W-weighted surface average of quantity X defined as usual 

as X d r X W d r W
W s s s s

  2 2
( ) ( ) / ( )r r r

s
. Thus, m

p
K

 is the surface average of ( )p sm r  weighted by the 

pattern of the product Γ(rs) K(rs), the quantity 
p

K
 is the surface average of the injection-tagged seques-
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tration time Γp(rs) weighted by the air-sea exchange coefficients K(rs), and K  is simply the unweighted 
surface average of K(rs) (i.e., weight W = 1).

5.2. Surface Distributions of Mean Number of Future Pump Passages, Injection-Tagged Mean 
Sequestration Time, and Regenerated DIC Inventory

Equation  20 provides the crucial link between the p-pump regenerated global mean DIC concentration 
reg
pC  and the number of future p-pump passages via the injection-tagged mean sequestration time Γp. While 

Equation 20 is exact, it does not directly reveal the control of the number of pump passages on atm
2pCO  

because pump perturbations cause fractional changes in reg
pC  that are of the same order of magnitude as 

the fractional changes in m
p

K
. Before developing a more direct relation, it is instructive to examine the 

surface fields that enter expression (20). The number of pump passages per molecule following surface in-
jection, ( )p sm r , is a local metric of p-pump efficiency and these fields are key ingredients of further analysis.

The top plots of Figure 3 show maps of softm  at the surface normalized by its global mean to allow compar-
ison of the patterns across three selected states of the biological pump (weak, unperturbed, strong). For 
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Figure 3. Top row of plots: The mean number of future passages softm  through the soft-tissue carbon pump at the sea surface, normalized by its KΓsoft-
weighted surface mean, whose value is given in the plot title. Second row of plots: The mean injection-tagged sequestration time Γsoft of DIC, normalized by its 
K-weighted surface mean, whose value is given in the plot title. Third row of plots: The soft-pump injection-tagged regenerated DIC inventory per unit area μsoft 
due to CO2 injection at a given surface location, normalized using the global-mean soft-pump regenerated DIC concentration reg

softC  indicated in the plot titles. 
The middle column of plots shows the base state (P* = 0.44), the left column of plots shows the strongly throttled carbon pump (P* = 0.037), and the right 
column shows the strongly stimulated carbon pump (P* = 0.94). Bottom: Map of the product of piston velocity and CO2 solubility KwK0 (independent of P*).
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the unperturbed state, softm  has little spatial variation around its surface average of about 0.26, which from 
Equation 19 means that the injection-tagged regenerated carbon inventory μsoft and ΓK have similar patterns 
as verified below. For the strong-pump case at P* = 0.94, the surface average nearly doubles and the pattern 
of softm  becomes enhanced at high latitudes as maximum production and pumping are shifted poleward. 
The increased production of biogenic particles in the high-latitude nutrient trapping regions increases the 
number of times carbon becomes available as DIC for carbon fixation and subsequent export. For throttled 
biological uptake, softm  approaches zero and its pattern reverses with the collapse of high-latitude produc-
tion as the nutrient distribution becomes homogeneous. Thus, for throttled uptake, the pattern of softm  has 
its maxima in the subtropical gyres and broadly mirrors the pattern of the throttled production.

The second row of Figure 3 shows maps of the injection-tagged mean sequestration times Γsoft, normalized 
by their global means to highlight changes in pattern. Note that the injection-tagged mean sequestration 
time differs in definition from that examined by DeVries et al. (2012), where the sequestration time was 
tagged by the location where the regeneration occurred (“regeneration-tagged”). (Their phosphate-only 
model had no dissolved organic pool so that regeneration and uptake were horizontally co-located.) The 
pattern of the soft-pump regeneration-tagged sequestration time has an order-of-magnitude dynamic range 
and is highly localized in the deep-water formation regions of the Weddell Sea, Antarctic coast, and sub-
polar North Atlantic, where these times exceed several centuries (see Appendix C for plots of the regener-
ation-tagged sequestration times for our model). The regeneration-tagged sequestration time changes little 
with uptake pattern for our model because the sequestration time is dominated by deep POC-flux-driven 
remineralization, there is no geographic variation in particle-flux profiles, and the regeneration-tagged se-
questration time is determined by the locally normalized regeneration rate. By contrast, the injection-tagged 
Γsoft is determined by the normalized regeneration rate due to carbon that traces back to a given surface point 
of injection from the atmosphere. The pattern of the injection-tagged Γsoft is thus much more smoothed 
out with about threefold smaller maxima and only a factor-of-two dynamic range. This is because DIC 
can be transported quite far from its injection site before participating in the biological pump, which has 
the effect that DIC injected at a given surface point is utilized and regenerated over a wide region. This 
reduces the maximum mean sequestration times associated with the injection site, while at the same time 
increasing the region of influence of deep-water formation regions. Changing the pump strength changes 
the global mean injection-tagged sequestration time from 90 years at P* = 0.037 to 126 years at P* = 0.94 
as production moves poleward and injected DIC has increased access to deep-water formation regions. The 
patterns of Γsoft also undergo modest changes. Increased pump strength and poleward shifted production 
lead to an increase in Γsoft relative to the global mean near Antarctica where long-residence-time bottom 
water is formed. Decreased pump strength leads to relative reductions of Γsoft in the Atlantic, Indian, and 
North-Pacific subtropical gyres. DIC injection into the subtropical gyres is now more likely to be pumped 
in the gyres than in deep-water formation regions, causing a relative (to the global mean) reduction of Γsoft 
in the subtropics.

The third row of Figure 3 shows maps of the injection-tagged global inventory μsoft of respired (soft-pump 
regenerated) DIC per unit injection area. To allow comparison of the patterns, these fields have again been 
normalized by their global means. For the unperturbed base state, the pattern of μsoft reflects the pattern of 
atmospheric DIC injection (K0Kw, bottom plot of Figure 3), which is dominated by the piston velocity Kw and 
mirrors the amplitude of surface wind stress with subpolar maxima (storm tracks) and secondary maxima in 
the nonequatorial tropics (trades). As the strength of the pump is varied, the pattern of μsoft is modulated by 
the changed pattern of production. For the throttled pump high-latitude DIC injection leads to a relatively 
reduced inventory because of the collapse of nearby production, while for the cranked-up pump, high-latitude 
DIC injection leads to relatively larger inventories because of the relative increase of high-latitude production.

The corresponding fields of the carbonate pump have much smaller amplitudes (quantified below), but 
the patterns of carbm  and μcarb are very similar to their soft-tissue counterparts. However, the patterns of 
Γcarb are very different because of the deep dissolution of CaCO3. (The patterns of the injection-tagged Γcarb 
are plotted in Appendix C together with their regeneration-tagged counterpart.) Carbonate dissolved in 
the slowly ventilated deep Pacific thus leads to order-1000-year sequestration times (longest in the western 
North Pacific), while carbonate dissolved in the more rapidly ventilated deep Atlantic has a sequestration 
time of only roughly 600 years, with the Indian Ocean being intermediate. DIC injected into the Pacific has  
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access to the dissolution region with the longest sequestration times and the injection-tagged sequestration 
time is hence longest in the Pacific. For the state with the throttled pump, the sequestration times are a few 
percent longer in the North Pacific as the gyre-contracted production now better matches the regions where 
dissolved calcium carbonate has the longest sequestration times. For the states with the strengthened pump, 
the poleward intensified production pattern gives DIC injected in the Pacific access to regeneration regions 
with lower sequestration times reducing the injection-tagged sequestration times by order 10%.

5.3. Systematic Dependence of m
p

K
, Cp

reg, and  p
K

 on Pump Strength P*

Figure 4 shows the (weighted) surface means that enter Equation 20 for the global mean regenerated DIC 
concentrations as a function of P*. Both the mean number of future passages through the soft-tissue and 
carbonate pumps, m

K
soft 

 and m
K

carb 
, increase monotonically from zero at P* = 0 until they reach their 

maximum values of 0.50 and 0.021 at complete PO4 utilization (P* = 1). The ratio m m
K K

carb soft 
/  has a 

value of roughly 0.045, which is set by the rain ratio R, but is less than R = 0.069. This is consistent with the 
low CaCO3 production rate making it much less likely for carbonate-pump regenerated DIC to pass through 
the carbonate pump again (i.e.,  1

carb carbF F , see also Figure 2).

The global mean regenerated DIC concentrations, reg
softC  and reg

carbC , similarly increase monotonically with P*. 
The fact that these curves are not straight lines is due to the model's variable C:P uptake stoichiometry. As 
phosphate uptake and P* increase, reg *

soft /dC dP  decreases because as production shifts poleward it occurs at 
lower C:P. This effect is exaggerated for the carbonate pump presumably because (at least in our model) the 
carbonate pump always regenerates in deep waters and therefore has less regenerated DIC inventory to gain 
to offset reduced C:P by moving production poleward toward deep-water formation regions.

The global mean injection-tagged sequestration time for the soft-tissue pump increases monotonically from 
about 90 years near zero pump strength to about 130 years for the strongest pump. This behavior is due to 
the poleward migration of the uptake, which makes surface injected DIC more accessible to regeneration 
where deep waters are formed. As noted in the discussion of the patterns above, the same dynamics have 
the opposite effect on the carbonate pump's injection-tagged sequestration time. As the pump strength is 
turned down and production contracts into the subtropics, injection in the Pacific preferentially accesses 
regeneration in the western tropical Pacific, which leads to the longest sequestration times (see also Appen-
dix C). However, this effect is relatively small with 

carb
K

 ranging only from roughly 650–685 years across 
the entire perturbation range.

The ratio reg reg
softcarb /C C  decreases from about 0.4 to 0.2 (0.3 for the base state) over the range of P*. This is much 

larger than the rain ratio because of the much longer sequestration times of DIC regenerated from PIC dis-
solution. As P* increases, the injection-tagged sequestration time of the soft-tissue pump increases, while 
that of the carbonate pump decreases leading to a decrease of reg reg

softcarb /C C .

The differences between the fully optimized states and those for which we fixed   1
doc 1.2 years are small 

for the carbonate pump metrics where they are on the same order as the VGPM versus CbPM differences. 
reg
softC  and reg

carbC  are both insensitive to state, which indicates that they are well constrained by the observa-
tions. (Zonal means of regenerated DIC for the different states are also nearly indistinguishable.) The sur-
face averaged mean number of future passages m

Ksoft 
 through the soft-tissue pump is roughly 20% larger 

for the states optimized for a faster respiration timescale of   1
doc 1.2 years, similar to what was seen for 

the global mean number of lifetime passages in Figure 2. With reg
softC  being nearly invariant, larger m

Ksoft 
 

must be accompanied by smaller mean sequestration time soft K because C m
K Ksoft

reg
soft soft 


 as can be 

verified from Figure 4.

5.4. Control of pCOatm
2  by the Number of Pump Passages and Injection-Tagged  

Sequestration Time

In an extension of the theory of Ito and Follows  (2005) to include the carbonate pump, Kwon 
et  al.  (2011) developed an approximate relation for the fractional changes in atm

2pCO  of the form 
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   atm atm reg reg
2 2 soft carbpCO / pCO s cC C  , where s  and c  are simple functions of global mean preformed 

DIC (Cpre), global mean preformed TA (Apre), and suitable surface means of the Revelle buffer factor RC and 
the alkalinity factor RA. Appendix D sketches a derivation of that relation to be explicit about the assump-
tions and shows that using Equation 20 to express infinitesimal changes in the global mean regenerated 
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Figure 4. The systematic dependence of the quantities controlling atm
2pCO  as a function of P*: The ΓK-weighted 

surface average of the mean number of future pump passages m
K

soft 
 and m

K
carb 

 (top plots), the global volume 
averaged regenerated DIC concentrations reg

softC  and reg
carbC  (middle plots), and the K-weighted surface average of the 

mean sequestration times 
soft

K
 and 

carb
K

 (bottom plots). The blue circles highlight the points on the curves 
corresponding to the unperturbed pump with P* ≃ 0.44 (filled) and to the states with P* ≃ 0.037 and P* ≃ 0.94 (open). 
For these three highlighted states, we also show the values obtained when using CbPM NPP data (squares), and when 
prescribing a respiration timescale of 1.2 years (gray symbols, circles for VGPM and squares for CbPM). (The states 
comprising the curves have the biogeochemical parameters of our best-fit case, which used VGPM NPP data and has an 
optimized respiration timescale of 2.5 years).
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DIC concentrations in terms of infinitesimal changes in the mean number of future pump passages, one 
obtains the differential equation

   pCO

pCO

soft

soft

soft

soft

carb2

2
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K
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, (21)

where s  and c  are functions of pre reg reg
soft carb, , , ,C AR R C C C , and Apre.

Equation 21 can be integrated from the unperturbed state to predict atm
2pCO  for the states with a perturbed 

biological pump. Specifically, denoting the right-hand side of Equation 21 as δRHS and the unperturbed 
base-state value of atm

2pCO  by atm
2,0pCO , with   atm atm atm

2 2 2,0pCO pCO pCO , one has from direct integration of 
both sides of Equation 21 that    atm atm

2 2,0 0pCO / pCO exp RHS 1 . We perform this integral numerically 
by evaluating all the terms of the right-hand side of Equation 21 for each of our suite of roughly 40 states, 
with the δ changes for each state approximated by the finite difference between a given state and an adja-
cent slightly perturbed state for which the uptake-rate coefficients have been increased by 1%. (In practice, 
it is convenient to use P* as the integration variable, that is, for any quantity X the change δX is replaced by 
(δX/δP*)dP*, the resulting integrand is interpolated to a uniform P* grid, and the dP* integral runs from P* 
at the unperturbed state to the P* of the state for which atm

2pCO  is to be calculated.) The buffer and alkalinity 
factors, RC and RA, that enter the integrand through s  and c  were calculated as functions of surface DIC 
and TA only using simplified expressions that approximate DIC by the sum of bicarbonate and carbonate 
ions only and TA by carbonate alkalinity (Sarmiento & Gruber, 2006). We obtain the best fit of the theoret-
ically calculated atm

2pCO  from Equation 21 to the full model's solution for atm
2pCO  if we use the K-weighted 

surface average of DIC and TA to calculate RC and RA and additionally scale up RC by a factor of 1.034. (The 
empirical scale factor improves the fit by about 1%.)

Figure 5a shows the comparison of atm
2pCO  predicted from Equation 21 with the model-computed (“exact”) 

atm
2pCO . For the states with a weakened pump the predictions lie within 1% of the values computed by our 
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Figure 5. (a) atm
2pCO  as predicted by integrating Equation 21 versus the “exact” model solutions, that is, the solutions for atm

2pCO  from the full carbon-cycle 
model. (b) The corresponding fractional change  atm atm

2 2,0pCO / pCO  from the unperturbed base-state value of atm
2,0pCO 278 ppmv and the contributions from 

each term of the integrand as indicated in the legend.
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model. For the states with a strengthened pump, the error remains below 5% for P* < 0.85, or equivalently 
for atm

2pCO 214 ppm, and increases to about 9% at complete surface PO4 depletion. To obtain a yet better 
fit presumably requires relaxing the various approximations made. However, because the fit is already quite 
good and the main point of Equation 21 is to illustrate that changes in the number of soft-tissue pump pas-
sages exert a leading control on atm

2pCO , we do not pursue a more accurate theory here. The contributions to 
 atm atm

2 2,0pCO / pCO  from the four terms on the RHS of Equation 21 are shown in Figure 5b. The contributions 
from 

carb
K

 are negligible, and the contributions from 
soft

K
 and m

Kcarb 
 partially cancel each other, 

leaving m
Ksoft 

 as the dominant control on atm
2pCO  for the perturbations considered here, which leave the 

circulation unchanged. The degree of this control can be quantified in terms of the dimensionless sensitiv-
ity of fractional changes in atm

2pCO  to fractional changes in m
Ksoft  . For the unperturbed base state, this 

sensitivity to changes in the soft-tissue pump is       log( ) / log . .pCOatm
soft2 0 411 0 002m

K , that is, a 
1% increase in m

Ksoft 
 results in a 0.4% reduction in atm

2pCO . The corresponding sensitivity to changes in 
the carbonate pump is       log( ) / log . .pCOatm

carb2 0 0710 0 0001m
K , which is nearly 6 times small-

er and of opposite sign.

6. Discussion
We have explored the mean number of carbon passages through the soft-tissue and carbonate pumps per 
DIC molecule as natural metrics of the efficiency of the biological pump. Because these metrics track car-
bon through its entire lifetime in the ocean from injection by air-sea exchange to outgassing back into the 
atmosphere, the global mean fraction of DIC that undergoes at least one lifetime passage through the bio-
logical pump is an order of magnitude larger than the global mean fraction of regenerated DIC. Our metrics 
are computed directly for carbon and are hence not affected by the regionally varying C:P stoichiometry of 
organic-matter production that decouples the carbon and phosphate pumps (Galbraith & Martiny, 2015; 
Teng et al., 2014) and complicates the interpretation of phosphate-based metrics of pump efficiency. How-
ever, deviations of C:P from the Redfield value are large only regionally, and the effects of the regional de-
coupling are likely to be modest for globally integrated quantities. Indeed, our simple model with spatially 
varying C:P stoichiometry produces a sensitivity of dpCO2/dP* = −285 ± 4 ppmv for the unperturbed base 
state, which is within about 10% of the theoretical estimate of −312 ppmv by Ito and Follows (2005), and 
the C:P ratio of globally integrated exported organic matter is 108.3 ± 0.6, which is close to the canonical 
Redfield value of 106.

We examined the unperturbed base state of the biological pump constrained by observations as well as a suite 
of idealized perturbations that sweep out states with near-zero production concentrated in the subtropical 
gyres to nearly complete nutrient utilization with poleward intensified production. There is little sensitivity 
in both the theoretical and modeled atm

2pCO  to the value of the respiration timescale across our suite of opti-
mized states in part because the fractional changes involved are less sensitive to the DOC source/sink param-
eters and in part because of cancellation between changes in the number of pump passages and changes in 
the sequestration times. For realistic perturbations of biological production driven by, for example, changes 
in dissolved iron availability, the sensitivities of atm

2pCO  to changes in the number of pump passages may 
be different than those calculated here depending on the detailed pattern of the productivity changes. The 
future biological pump will also respond to changes in the physical circulation such as decreased ventilation 
driven by increased surface stratification and reduced large-scale overturning, and for such perturbations, 
the changes in the mean sequestration time are likely to play a much more prominent role.

It is worth emphasizing what constitutes a “passage” through the soft-tissue pump in our analysis. Carbon 
in a DIC molecule is counted as making a passage through the soft-tissue pump if that carbon contributes to 
DOC respiration in the aphotic zone (in the past, future, or both depending on the metric). Semi-labile DOC 
in our model is produced both from the dissolution of organic particles and directly during production in 
the euphotic zone. The soft-tissue pump here thus comprises both the physical transport of DOC from the 
euphotic zone into the interior and the POC particle transport followed by dissolution. At the expense of ad-
ditional complexity, one could partition DIC according to how much is pumped by each pathway but that is 
beyond the scope of this paper. Because both pathways are involved, the mean number of passages through 
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the soft-tissue pump and the corresponding injection-tagged mean sequestration times showed order 30% 
sensitivity to a factor-of-two change in the respiration timescale when all other parameters are optimized. 
The passage-based metrics of pump efficiency thus better reflect the state of the biological pump than just 
the regenerated inventories, the latter being insensitive to the details of the DOC pathways. By including 
labile and refractory DOC pools and constraining the carbon model with DOC observations (e.g., DeVries & 
Weber, 2017; Roshan & DeVries, 2017) it might be possible to better constrain the role of DOC production, 
and possibly also DOC consumption by nutrient-starved phytoplankton (e.g., Bronk et al., 2007), in driving 
pump efficiency.

As for any modeling study, there are a number of caveats to keep in mind. To limit complexity, the bioge-
ochemical parameters of our model were globally uniform, POC and POP had the same flux profiles, and 
DOC and DOP had identical remineralization timescales. In the real ocean, most of these parameters vary 
spatially (for variations in flux profiles, see, e.g., Honda, 2020; Marsay et al., 2015; Weber et al., 2016), and 
there is evidence that PO4 is remineralized preferentially relative to carbon (Letscher & Moore, 2015). The 
remineralization rate of CaCO3 also depends on the saturation state of seawater with respect to crystalline 
CaCO3 and a globally uniform PIC remineralization length scale is a simplifying approximation. Some of 
these limitations could be relaxed by including two or more particle-size classes, carrying oxygen and spec-
ifying oxidation rates rather than profile parameters, and PIC dissolution could be keyed to CaCO3 satura-
tion, although the details of how best to parameterize dissolution are still debated (Battaglia et al., 2016). 
We have neglected all carbon export that is not due to sinking particles and DOC transport, such as ex-
port by diurnally migrating zooplankton (e.g., Ducklow et al., 2001), all external sources of nutrients and 
alkalinity, terrestrial sources of carbon, and all sinks due to sediment burial. We have also used a steady 
circulation so that we cannot resolve any seasonal covariances between biology and circulation. While 
these caveats are important, it is equally important to remember that the point here was not to produce a 
detail-rich mechanistic model of the carbon cycle, but to demonstrate the character and potential of using 
the number of pump passages as a metric of carbon-pump efficiency. By optimizing the parameters of our 
simple model, we match the observed annual-mean PO4, DIC, and TA fields with a quadratic model-ob-
servation mismatch that is only about 6% of the spatial variance. This fidelity to the observed fields can 
be regarded as justification for many of the approximations made. Conversely, a more mechanistic model 
typically requires more parameters, not all of which may be constrainable through optimization against 
available data.

A related caveat is that our findings are based on a single modeling framework. While the conceptual con-
tent of our work and the theoretical relationships developed here are independent of model details, there is 
of course inherent uncertainty in all quantitative findings when using a single model. Although we inves-
tigated some parametric uncertainties (respiration timescale and NPP data used in the uptake parameteri-
zation), structurally different models, different circulations and spatial resolutions, or a more mechanistic 
representation of phytoplankton physiology, inclusion of grazing and vertical zooplankton migration, all 
have the potential to impact our quantitative results. It will therefore be very useful to explore the metrics 
and relationships explored here for other models and circulations in future research. Passage-number di-
agnostics of the biological pump can straightforwardly be calculated for models whose transport is cast 
in matrix form. The transport matrices used here were obtained through data assimilation (see also, John 
et al., 2020), but they can also be constructed for climate models (e.g., Chamberlain et al., 2019; Holzer 
et al., 2020; Kvale et al., 2017).

A largely observation-based estimate of the global mean number of future soft-tissue-pump passages at 
the surface, m

K
soft


, may also be possible. Three out of four of the ingredients that determine m

K
soft


 

(cf. Equation  20) are directly available from observations: atm
2pCO  is measured, the soft-tissue-pump re-

generated DIC inventory can be estimated from measurements of apparent oxygen utilization (AOU, Bro-
ecker et al., 1985; Ito & Follows, 2005), and the solubility and piston-velocities can be derived from the 
observed temperature and wind fields (as they were in this study). This leaves only the global-mean seques-
tration time soft  to be determined from a model. We did not find the global-mean 〈Γsoft〉 to be sensitive 
to K-weighting or to whether injection or regeneration tagging was employed. For the current state of the 
ocean, 

soft
 is also likely not very sensitive to model details and our estimates of soft  could be used 

for an otherwise observation-based estimate of m
K

soft


. The distributions of isotopes that fractionate on 
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photosynthesis and/or respiration may provide additional constraints to be explored in future work. In the 
context of more detailed mechanistic models, the passage-counting-based diagnostics considered here will 
likely provide valuable insight into the workings of the ocean's biological pump.

7. Conclusions
We have presented the number of carbon passages per DIC molecule through the soft-tissue or carbonate 
pumps as a new metric of the efficiency of these pumps, and have introduced the injection-tagged seques-
tration time to establish a quantitative link between the mean number of future pump passages at the 
surface and atmospheric pCO2. We have illustrated these new concepts using a data-constrained optimized 
model of the coupled carbon and phosphorus cycles embedded in a data-assimilated ocean circulation in-
verse model. Our key findings are:

For the unperturbed observationally constrained state of the biological pump, on average a fraction 
Fsoft = 40%–47% of the DIC in a given water parcel makes at least one lifetime passage through the soft-tissue 
pump and a fraction Fcarb ∼ 4% makes at least one lifetime passage through the carbonate pump. Including 
the fraction making zero passages, the global mean number of lifetime soft-pump passages per DIC mole-
cule is softN  0.57–0.73. Correspondingly, 30%–37% of the carbon that passes through the soft-tissue pump 
makes more than one passage, while only about 2% of the carbon that passes through the carbonate pump 
makes more than one passage. As biological uptake is strengthened to completely deplete surface PO4, Fsoft 
increases by a factor of roughly 1.6, while softN  increases by a factor of ∼2.4. For the carbonate pump, both 
Fcarb and carbN  increase by a factor of ∼1.8.

The number of future passages through the soft-tissue and carbonate pumps at the surface, soft ( )sm r  and 
carb( )sm r , are local metrics of the pump efficiencies that measure the globally integrated rate of aphotic DIC 

regeneration resulting from a unit atmospheric CO2 injection rate at point rs. For the unperturbed base 
state, the spatial pattern of soft ( )sm r  has only order 10% spatial variations from its global mean of 0.25–0.32 
future passages per DIC molecule. When production is perturbed and shifted to high latitudes to drive 
surface nutrients to zero, soft ( )sm r  becomes poleward intensified and roughly doubles with a global mean 
of 0.49–0.68.

We have introduced the injection-tagged mean sequestration time formed by the ratio of the regener-
ated DIC inventory per unit CO2 injection area to the corresponding globally integrated aphotic regen-
erate rate. For the soft-tissue pump, the injection-tagged sequestration time is order 100 years, with a 
pattern that is largest at high latitudes where injection can deliver DIC to uptake and regeneration in 
deep-water formation regions. For the carbonate pump, the injection-tagged sequestration time is larg-
est in the central and subarctic Pacific where deep CaCO3 dissolution accesses the ocean's oldest wa-
ters. Optimized states with a twofold shorter prescribed respiration timescale have roughly 25% shorter 
soft-pump sequestration times and correspondingly a roughly 30% higher mean number of soft-pump  
passages.

We recast the approximate expression of Kwon et al. (2011), relating the fractional change in atm
2pCO  to 

changes in the regenerated carbon inventories, in terms of the fractional changes in the surface-mean 
number of future pump passages and the corresponding injection-tagged sequestration times. For our 
model, natural atmospheric pCO2 (anthropogenic component removed) ranges from 493 ± 1 ppmv for 
an abiotic ocean to 207 ± 1 ppmv at complete surface nutrient depletion. Our approximate theoretical ex-
pression allows us to reconstruct the perturbed values of atm

2pCO  from the fractional changes in the mean 
number of future pump passages and in the mean sequestration times to within 5% for atm

2pCO 214 
ppmv. Our analysis suggests that the sensitivity of atm

2pCO  to changes in the oceanic carbon cycle is domi-
nated by changes in the surface-averaged values of the mean number of future passages softm  through the 
soft-tissue pump.

By tracking carbon throughout its lifetime in the ocean and keeping count of the number of passages 
through the soft-tissue and carbonate pumps, the conceptually new diagnostics presented here provide 
more mechanistic, locally defined metrics of pump efficiency than the global fractions of regenerated DIC 
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or the fraction of regenerated PO4. Our analysis provides a quantitative framework for clarifying the roles 
of the mean number of lifetime pump passages following injection from the atmosphere and of the mean 
time that the resulting DIC spends in the aphotic zone in controlling atmospheric pCO2. As models of the 
carbon cycle embedded in circulation models via transport matrices become more common, the diagnostics 
of carbon cycling developed here can be adopted relatively easily to different biogeochemical models and 
circulations to provide insight into the mechanistic control of the biological pump on atmospheric pCO2 
levels in current, past, and future climates.

Appendix A: Objective Function and Optimized Parameter Values
The objective function, E, is constructed from the mismatches δχ = χmod − χobs. Organizing these fields into 
column vectors, E is given by

    

  
  

PODIC TADIC TAPO4 4
2 2 2
DIC PO TA4

ww w
,

ˆˆ ˆTT T

E (A1)

where     
2   ( ) ( )

T
w  is the spatial variance of field χ (overbar denotes the volume-weighted 

global mean), and  )ˆ (ŵw diag , where ŵ is the vector of grid-box volumes divided by the global ocean 
volume (fractional grid-box volumes). E is minimized numerically to determine the optimized parameters 
values collected in Table A1, which also shows the corresponding RMS values for the mismatch between 
model and observations. The uncertainties reported in Table A1 simply represent the half-range difference 
between using the VGPM and CbPM estimates for NPP. A more complete, though still ad-hoc measure of 
uncertainty is the difference between the case with optimized respiration timescale  1

dop and the case where 
 1

dop is fixed at 1.2 years. Uncertainties reported in the main text are the half-range across the four states (two 
NPP cases and two respiration timescales), which is dominated by the difference in κdop.
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Parameter Description

Value Value

Units(κdoc optimized) (κdoc prescribed)

α Production amplitude 48.0 ± 0.8 79.5 ± 0.7 μM C/year

β Production NPP exponent 0.300 ± 0.001 0.26 ± 0.01 –

σ Fraction of DOM production 0.518 ± 0.001 0.675 ± 0.008 –

R PIC/POC rain ratio 6.95 ± 0.05 6.93 ± 0.03 %

b Martin exponent 0.975 ± 0.001 0.975 ± 0.001 –

LPIC PIC remin. length 4.54 ± 0.04 4.39 ± 0.01 km

  1 1
dop doc Respiration timescale 2.5 ± 0.1 1.2* years

   1 1 1
pop poc pick k k Particle dissolution timescales 1* 1* days

mPC d(P:C)/d[PO4] 3.3 ± 0.1 2.9 ± 0.1 (μM PO4)−1

bPC P:C intercept at [PO4] = 0 7.12 ± 0.06 7.46 ± 0.08 –

– Export C:P stoichiometry 108.9 ± 0.1 107.8 ± 0.2 mol C/mol P

– RMS mismatch of DIC 19.066 ± 0.003 19.29 ± 0.04 μM

– RMS mismatch of PO4 0.1531 ± 0.0003 0.1552 ± 0.0002 μM

– RMS mismatch of TA 13.88 ± 0.02 13.76 ± 0.02 μM

– (Total mismatch variance, E/3) 6.338 ± 0.004 6.370 ± 0.008 %

Table A1 
Numerical Values of Key Biogeochemical Parameters (* Not Optimized) and Fit Metrics
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Appendix B: Carbon Utilization and Regenerated DIC
The top row of plots of Figure B1 shows the pattern of the vertically integrated DIC uptake UC for three 
selected states of the biological pump: throttled (P* = 0.037), base-state (P* = 0.44), and strong (P* = 0.94). 
Note that even for the strong case, the global POC production rate [global volume integral of (1 − σ)UC] 
increases only by some 30% from the unperturbed base state as nutrient depletion limits further organ-
ic-matter production and POC export. UC is parameterized in terms of an NPP-based pattern of inverse PO4 
uptake timescales  shown in the bottom plot of Figure B1. As the strength of the pump is turned down, 
the PO4 concentration homogenizes and the pattern of UC becomes the pattern of C:PR . As the strength of 
the pump is cranked up, PO4 becomes increasingly trapped at high latitudes and the maxima of DIC (and 
nutrient) utilization move poleward.

Figure B2 shows the basin zonal means of (a) the concentration of DIC regenerated by the respiration of 
DOC, and (b) DIC regenerated by the dissolution of biogenic calcium carbonate (PIC).

Appendix C: Regeneration-Tagged Sequestration Times and Injection-Tagged 
Carbonate-Pump Sequestration Times
Figures C1a and C1b show the regeneration-tagged sequestration times of the soft-tissue and carbonate 
pumps. Regeneration tagging means that the sequestration time at surface point rs is associated with a unit 
DIC regeneration rate beneath rs. As explained in the main text, the regeneration-tagged sequestration time 
changes very little with the uptake pattern; it is plotted here for the unperturbed base state.

Figure C1c shows the injection-tagged sequestration time for the carbonate pump. The injection-tagged 
sequestration time at surface point rs is associated with a unit DIC regeneration rate that traces back to 
where the carbon was injected from the atmosphere at point rs. We calculate the resulting regeneration 
field, which is now geographically distributed by transport from injection to uptake, and the mean time 
for the resulting regenerated DIC distribution to return to the euphotic zone. Because the regeneration 
field accessed from a given injection point does depend on the pattern of biological production, the injec-
tion-tagged sequestration time depends more strongly on the state of the biological pump, parameterized 
here by P*.
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Figure B1. Top row of plots: The POC production rate (1 − σ)UC vertically integrated over the euphotic zone and normalized by its global mean. The value of 
the global integral is given in the plot titles. Bottom plot: The phosphate uptake rate-coefficients  that determine DIC uptake as C C:P 4 mod[PO ]U R  .
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Figure B2. (a) The concentrations of soft-tissue-pump regenerated DIC (respired organic carbon) zonally averaged for 
each basin (top ATLantic, middle PACific, bottom INDian ocean) and for three selected states of the biological pump. 
The middle column of plots shows the base state (P* = 0.44), the left column of plots shows the strongly throttled 
carbon pump (P* = 0.037), and right column shows the strongly stimulated carbon pump (P* = 0.94). (b) As (a) for the 
carbonate-pump regenerated DIC (dissolved CaCO3).
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Appendix D: Changes in pCO2
atm  and the Regenerated DIC Inventories

The effective ocn
2pCO  in seawater can be considered to be a function of DIC and TA. Small changes δDIC and 

δTA thus induce changes        ocn ocn ocn
2 2 2pCO ( pCO / DIC) DIC ( pCO / TA) TA. If we neglect changes 

in disequilibrium so that at the surface  ocn ocn atm atm
2 2 2 2pCO / pCO pCO / pCO  and replace DIC and TA by 

their surface averages DIC  and TA , the fractional change in atm
2pCO  can be written as

  pCO

pCO

DIC

DIC

TA

TA

atm

atm

2

2

 R R
C A

 , (D1)

where RC and RA are suitable average values of the Revelle buffer factor  ocn
2log(pCO ) / log(DIC) and al-

kalinity factor  ocn
2log(pCO ) / log(TA), respectively. If we further approximate the surface-mean DIC and 

TA concentrations by the global volume-averaged preformed means, Cpre and Apre, we can express the right-
hand-side of Equation D1 in term of the changes in the global-mean regenerated DIC concentrations, Csoft 
and Ccarb. Assuming conservation of carbon in the atmosphere-ocean system (no change in terrestrial reser-
voirs), which has a negligible atmospheric contribution, and neglecting the POC, PIC, and semilabile DOC 
pools compared to DIC, we have     pre reg reg

soft carbC C C . Similarly assuming global conservation of TA, we 
have     pre reg reg

N:C softcarb2A C R C . Substituting into Equation D1 obtains the result of Kwon et al. (2011):

  
atm

reg reg2
soft carbatm

2

pCO
pCO s cC C  (D2)

where   pre pre
N:C/ /s C AR C R R A  and   pre pre/ 2 /s C AR C R A .

From Equation 20, we have for the p pump (p is soft or carb):
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Figure C1. The regeneration-tagged mean sequestration times of (a) the soft-tissue pump and (b) the calcium carbonate pump. (Regeneration-tagged means 
that the value of the sequestration time is plotted where the regeneration occurred.) (c) The injection-tagged mean sequestration times of the calcium carbonate 
pump plotted as in Figure 3.
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Re-arranging for δCsoft and δCcarb, substituting into Equation D2 and solving for  atm atm
2 2pCO / pCO  gives 

Equation 21 of the main text, with

 
   

regreg
soft carb

reg reg reg reg
soft softcarb carb

and .
1 1

cs
s c

s c s c

CC
C C C C


 

   
 (D4)

Data Availability Statement
The data used for this study are available from the following archives; no new data were used. The gridded 
temperature, salinity, and nutrient data are available at https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/products/world-ocean-
atlas. The DIC and TA data are available at https://www.nodc.noaa.gov/ocads/oceans/GLODAPv2. The 
NPP data used are available at http://sites.science.oregonstate.edu/ocean.productivity. The atmospheric 
pCO2 data are available at http://data.giss.nasa.gov/modelforce/ghgases and https://cdiac.ess-dive.lbl.gov/
trends/co2/lawdome-data.html.
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